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About This Game

Wage war on your friends and enemies in this simple and engaging strategy game. Easy to learn and quick to play, Mayhem
Intergalactic is surprisingly strategic. Play against the computer, or duke it out with friends over the internet. The universe shall

be yours!

Key features:

This streamlined strategy game provides your strategy fix in minutes, not hours.

A stirring dynamic soundtrack spurs you on to glorious victory!

Randomly-generated and hand-crafted maps offer interesting and varied tactical situations.

Create your own galaxies, then conquer them — or share them with friends.

Simple rules, emergent strategy. Blitzkrieg or defense-in-depth? Power on through the front lines or sneak around the
back? Attack with full strength and leave yourself open to counterattack, or split your fleet and risk total annihilation?

An alien wearing a monocle!
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It's even better if you make it sound. Come on. I really enjoy AestheticGamer's approach to horror - and, without spoilers -
some great satire on the current state of gaming in Take the Dream IX. I felt genuinely interested in the characters, and
throughly enjoyed the different themes laced through the gameplay. Yes, this was a rougher, more experimental game, but I feel
that sometimes those are the best! Nothing is gained without sometimes just throwing things at the wall until they stick, and the
atmosphere and mood created a great sense of dread in certain points of the game that I found engrossing.

Addressing one of the elephants in the room: There is a particular section of the game that is a bit difficult. It took me about 8 -
10 attempts to clear it, and I could see people (myself included) raging a bit about it. I think I have very clear idea about what
the creator was trying to do here, and it made especially more sense upon the next part of the game.

Let's just say, it's a satire of a particular style of game - one that tends to get a lot of coverage through certain social media
channels. I tip my bonnet to you sir.

Anywho, overall a very unique and enjoyable horror / comedy / tragedy / satire experience. I will continue to look forward to
future games by Yai Gameworks!. touareg looks WAY TOO UGLY,there is a freaking mclaren F1 in a RAID pack that
DOESNT EVEN HAVE RAID SPEC SO WHY THE HELL PUT IT HERE? just one word:DONT BUY THIS PACK
UNLESS YOU HAVE IT FOR FREE IN SEASON PASS. Don't be fooled by the apparent simplicity. This game is well written
and enjoyable, it has the nice flavour of a classic but it's not banal. Also, has many memorable moments. Try it yourself!. Pretty
nice game, especially for its price point. Looking forward to whats next.. Kaka bitte nicht kaufen ist ein Virus!!!
Dixiklo ist in the House.. I loved this time, unfortunately it was too short. My review is positive, but I must admit the
programing was really bad optimized, I was running temps over 75ºC with my gtx 1080 ti, that´s absurd for such small games
with poor graphics.
. The game was extremely slow and had huge performance issue on my computer, but the concept was really promising so I kept
trying. Recipe editor is great and it could become a great game. However, at day 3, I got a bug, customers were stuck in a table
and the day never ended, nothing happened anymore.

Thus, I gave up and tried to get a refound, but I couldn't because I played too long. 3 hours to get to day 3: it was so slow, but I
was really trying hard to like the game. I think it needs performance optimization to become a widely available game. My PC is
far from being great, but I still run games like Subnautica without any issue.
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Called freebie. 79p. 2/10 whould not play again.. I just finished the game and I enjoyed it very much. The atmosphere and
music was so eerie and many times I was hesitant to venture on but I took a deep breath and continued. Nice puzzles, good
graphics, good story line. I found this more scary than the Amnesia games, perhaps because this was a real life type game, no
strange monsters chasing you, etc. I am ready to play the next game this developer makes. My opninion, "Good Job"!. Thought
it was going to be bad, but turned out okay! Fun to play. Pretty much the same than the first game. But the AI in these games is
ridiculously bad.. Was actually looking forward to playing this because it seemed relatively scary.

Replayed after reading comments, thought I was sent back to previous checkpoint but it was scripted as @Eviction Notice said,
so gonna play some more later

6/10 points becuase the idea and atomosphere, lets see how the rest pans. Excellent game in the WWE 2K series. Summary
A f2p weeb MMORPG.

Gripes

Can't go fullscreen.

PS1 era graphics.

Clunky controls.

I did not see a single soul in the game.

Whole game seems horribly dated.

Overall
Meh.
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